
ARDELLA
exquisite and strikingly handsome - just like you. 
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With a classic, contemporary design that 
enhances any environment, the IGNIS® 
Ardella recessed ventless fireplace is ideal 
for those rehabilitating a space or starting 
anew. Boasting a frame manufactured of 
high-grade 304 stainless-steel, this ethanol 
fireplace has been constructed to 
withstand the test of time and heat. 
Housed behind the frame, a steel firebox 
made of steel has been expertly finished in 
contrasting black to best present the clean 
burning fire display. A wall fireplace that 
doesn’t use valuable floor space, Ardella is 
intended to be recessed into any 
non-combustible surround.

ARDELLA



IGNISⓇ 
QUALITY

Rethink Fire.™

304
stainless steel
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Through three IGNIS® double-walled, 
spill proof ethanol fireplace inserts, 
the Ardella ventless fireplace offers a 
heat output of 18,000 BTU while 
offering the awe-inspiring visual 
display of dancing orange flames. In 
order to create the ideal fireplace 
experience in the moment, each of 
Ardella’s ventless fireplace burners 
may be adjusted exclusively, giving 
you control of the ambience through 
flame size and heat output in addition 
to control of operational costs. Simply 
slide the integrated lid on each burner 
using the included damper tool and 
enjoy the mood that follows.

THERE’S 
ONLY ONE 
IGNISⓇ

IGNISⓇ PATENTED

US D805,619 S
US D805,171 S

http://pdfpiw.uspto.gov/.piw?PageNum=0&docid=D0805619&IDKey=5CABBB940D33%0D%0A&HomeUrl=http%3A%2F%2Fpatft.uspto.gov%2Fnetacgi%2Fnph-Parser%3FSect1%3DPTO2%2526Sect2%3DHITOFF%2526u%3D%25252Fnetahtml%25252FPTO%25252Fsearch-adv.htm%2526r%3D1%2526f%3DG%2526l%3D50%2526d%3DPTXT%2526p%3D1%2526S1%3DD805%2C619%2526OS%3DD805%2C619%2526RS%3DD805%2C619
http://pdfpiw.uspto.gov/.piw?PageNum=0&docid=D0805171&IDKey=7ABF8F9D15AD&HomeUrl=http%3A%2F%2Fpatft.uspto.gov%2Fnetacgi%2Fnph-Parser%3FSect1%3DPTO2%2526Sect2%3DHITOFF%2526u%3D%25252Fnetahtml%25252FPTO%25252Fsearch-adv.htm%2526r%3D1%2526f%3DG%2526l%3D50%2526d%3DPTXT%2526p%3D1%2526S1%3DD805%2C171%2526OS%3DD805%2C171%2526RS%3DD805%2C171


A GLASS ACT

Secured by decorative stainless-steel 
brackets, Ardella is received with a 
pane of tempered glass measuring 4” 
high. In addition to protecting small 
fingers and paws from the real fire, the 
glass also prevents breezes from 
burning the liquid ethanol fuel quicker. 
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CHARCOAL
CLASS Dark. Sensual. Romantic.

With a classic, understated design that enriches any setting, 
the IGNIS® Ardella Black build-in vent-free fireplace is perfect 
for those remodeling a space or beginning from fresh. Made 
with a frame composed of high-grade 304 stainless-steel and 
powder coated in midnight black, this ethanol fireplace has 
been constructed to endure the test of time and heat. 
Situated behind the black frame, a steel firebox made has 
also been expertly finished in the equal black to present the 
Eco-friendly fire display in all its splendor. A recessed wall 
fireplace that doesn’t occupy precious floor space, Ardella 
Black is intended for installation into any non-combustible 
surround. 
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APPROXIMATE HEAT OUTPUT
18,000

FUEL CAPACITY 4.5

APPROXIMATE BURN TIME 5

FLAME LENGTH 23.125

IGNISⓇ INTELLIGENCE

Ardella’s burn time and heat output are approximated. 
Environmental conditions dictate individual results. 
These conditions together with the amount of fuel in the 
burners’ reservoirs will also dictate the height of the 
flame. 

For the best fireplace experience, ensure that you store 
your IGNISⓇ bio ethanol fuel at room temperature and fill 
each reservoir to their maximum level. 

The burners employed by Ardella are adjustable. Simply 
slide the damper lid to adjust and extinguish.

PERFORMANCE

BTU

LITERS

HOURS

INCHES
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ARDELLA’S FIREPLACE EXPERIENCE MAY BE ENJOYED IN RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL ENVIRONS BOTH INDOORS AND OUTDOORS. 



by the 
numbers

ARDELLA  MUST BE INSTALLED INTO A 

NON-COMBUSTIBLE SURROUND SUCH AS 

CONCRETE BACKER BOARD, STONE OR BRICK.

#rethinkfire

CUTOUT DIMENSIONS

A. WIDTH 49”
B. HEIGHT 17.5”
C. DEPTH 6.5”
D. BRACKET FROM TOP 4”
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